Remote learning and online safety
Useful links and information to keep children safe

Dear Parents,
During these unprecedented times, we are all trying hard to adjust to social distancing and working
remotely. The new arrangements are challenging for everyone and we will all face our own difficulties
as we try to navigate the current crisis.
As a school, we are aware that parents value information that helps them to keep their children safe
online. I would urge you to visit the following websites where there is lots of useful information:
•

Internet matters - for support for parents and carers to keep their children safe online
https://www.internetmatters.org

•

London Grid for Learning - for support for parents and carers to keep their children safe online
https://www.lgfl.net/online-safety/resource-centre?s=16

•

Net-aware - for support for parents and careers from the NSPCC
https://www.net-aware.org.uk

•

Parent info - for support for parents and carers to keep their children safe online
https://parentinfo.org

•

Thinkuknow - for advice from the National Crime Agency to stay safe online
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk

•

UK Safer Internet Centre - advice for parents and carers

https://www.saferinternet.org.uk

Within this pack, we have also included the excellent information sheets from National Online Safety
(that we regularly share in our newsletters) as these are a good reference resource for many of the
questions you may have about apps, devices and online safety.
During these difficult times, we will continue to keep safeguarding at the top of our agenda. Students
still have direct access to their teachers, Form Tutors and Head of House via e-mail and we will try to
get back to any queries or concerns as quickly as we can. Students can also report concerns through
the “Sharp” system if they wish to advise us of any issues relating to the safety of themselves or of
other students while remaining anonymous. Here is the link … https://ilford.thesharpsystem.com
Parents can continue to make contact with us via the school office or by e-mailing
enquiries@ichs.org.uk and messages will then be forwarded to the appropriate member of staff.
Parents are also free to make anonymous reports using the “Sharp” system if they are worried about
the safety of a child (please do not use this system for general enquiries).
There is a lead member of staff for safeguarding on duty each day and we are continuing to work with
external agencies to access the support networks that keep children safe.
Please take care and keep your family safe
Mr G Streatfield
Deputy Headteacher

10 TOP TIPS

REMOTE LEARNING FOR PARENTS

Remote learning can be a great way to continue learning outside the classroom, particularly in difficult circumstances.
For parents and carers, the idea of remote learning isn’t always straightforward and there can be a number of factors
they need to consider, especially around ensuring their children feel comfortable and are familiar with the whole
concept. That’s why we’ve created this guide to help parents and carers support their child in getting the most out of
their remote learning experience.

1) Take an active interest in your child’s learning

2) Monitor your child’s communication and online activity

As a parent or carer, remote learning will be a new concept for your child
and there are bound to be a few teething problems to start with. Take an
active interest in their learning and help support them whenever they
need a helping hand.

It’s important to remind your child that despite being at home, the same
level of behaviour and conduct exists as if they were at school. Encourage
them to remain polite, remember their manners and not to post or send
any negative comments just because they are behind a computer.

3) Establish a daily schedule and routine
Working from home and trying to learn in a more casual setting that
children might associate more with play and a degree of freedom might
take a bit of getting used to. Try to stick to a daily routine and use the
timetable/schedule that schools have sent home to help children keep on
top of their daily learning.

5) Ensure your learning device is in a public space in the home
It’s important to consider where your PC or laptop is placed if live video
is being used. Try to keep the background neutral with no personal
information visible and move learning devices out of the bedroom as
this could be deemed inappropriate.

7) Ensure your child only uses official school
communication channels

4) Encourage screen breaks away from devices
Remote learning will inevitably require more interaction with
computers, laptops and tablets. Teacher’s will invariably advise on
screen breaks however it doesn’t hurt to keep a check on their time
online or encourage them to get some fresh air/exercise.

6) Implement safety controls and privacy restrictions
on apps and software
Dependant on how your school implements remote learning, your child
may be required to download certain software or apps. Whilst these are
likely to be relatively safe to use, like any other new app or platform,
parents should still implement safety controls as a precaution.

8) Familiarise yourself with relevant school policies

It’s important that all communication with teachers and school staff is
directed through approved school channels, whether that be through the
school’s online portal or the relevant secure messaging site.

Schools should have a policy on remote learning and direction that they
can share with parents. Familiarise yourself with this and ensure you
know what is expected of teachers and your child during lessons, both
online and offline.

9) Maintain feedback with teachers

10) Monitor your child’s wellbeing and mental health

Engage in communication with teachers where possible and try to feed
back progress and development as well as any helpful suggestions
around the learning process. Be transparent but remain professional
and only use official channels to communicate.

Remote learning will likely mean that your child won’t get the same level
of social interaction and might not see their friends for a while. Keep a
check on their wellbeing and try to encourage them to get out as much
as you can. Whilst learning from home might seem fun and exciting to
start with, missing out on seeing their friends everyday might take its toll.

Users of this guide do so at their own discretion. No liability is entered into. Current as of the date of release: 20.03.2020

At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.

Disney+ is the latest big player in the TV streaming market. The global brand has released its own
subscription-based streaming service to rival that of competitors such as Netflix, Amazon Prime and
Apple TV. As the name might suggest, it’s designed to be family friendly, with content restricted to PG
and PG-13 (UK equivalent 12a). It can be streamed on pretty much any device – mobile phones, tablets,
PC’s, TVs and games consoles – and features a huge library of classic Disney titles. Below, we’ve
highlighted a few tips for parents to consider to ensure that their children get the most enjoyable
experience out of the service.

5 TOP TIPS FOR PARENTS

DISNEY
1

Create a strong username & password
On its release in the US, Canada and Netherlands in November
2019, Disney+ was dogged by allegations of being hacked.
Many users complained that their account details had been
stolen and blamed Disney+ security. To date, Disney+ has
confirmed there was no data breach from their end. As
Disney+ doesn’t use 2-factor authentication, anybody who
potentially hacks your username and password could also
access your credit card details. Therefore, it’s important to
create a unique username and a strong password that isn’t
used for other sites. Always use a mixture of letters (upper
and lowercase), numbers and symbols and try to ensure the
minimum length is 8 characters.

2

Monitor your child’s usage
Whilst the ability to stream on almost any device
capable of connecting to the internet might seem
great at first, parents may also want to exercise a little bit
of caution. Parental controls on Disney+ are quite limited and
there are no settings to help with screen time or usage, so it can
be easy for children to binge watch, particularly given the
amount of content available. Apple, Google and Amazon
devices all provide options to limit children’s screen time so
parents can manage how long their child uses the app.

4

Double check for films with
‘outdated cultural depictions’

The Disney+ service includes programs and movies that go
back to the 1920s and which have been left in their original
format, with their original content. Some of this programming
contains cultural insensitivities and depictions that were
included in the original show, but Disney would never include
them now. For example, cultural stereotyping, the
representation of minority groups or character portrayals
which may be deemed racist. For this reason, viewers are made
aware through a warning message stating “This program is
presented as originally created. It may contain outdated
cultural depictions.” Whilst Disney do their best to highlight any
such content, it’s always worth discussing these issues with your
child if they raise any queries.

3

Enable ‘Kid’s Profile’ mode
Although Disney+ is billed as family friendly, there is still an
option to enable a ‘kid’s profile’ which removes all PG and PG-13
rated content. This adds an extra level of safety if you’re still
concerned that your child may watch something that could
be deemed too ‘intense’ for their age. Setting up a kid’s
profile also switches off autoplay which means the next
video in any series won’t automatically play once one
episode has finished. It should be noted though that
children can easily switch between accounts themselves
given there is no security required to get into profiles.

5

Sit back and enjoy!
Above all else, Disney+ is designed to be family friendly and
there is very little, if any, adult-themed content available for
children to stumble across. The library of films and programmes
can range from all-time classics to the latest Hollywood
blockbuster and it can be a great avenue for parents and
children to sit down together, ready the popcorn and enjoy
some great family friendly entertainment.

Meet our expert
Pete Badh is a writer with over 10+ years in research
and analysis. Working within a specialist area for
West Yorkshire Police, Pete has contributed work
which has been pivotal in successfully winning high
profile cases in court as well as writing as a subject
matter expert for industry handbooks.
SOURCES: https://www.disneyplus.com/ | https://www.netnanny.com/blog/how-to-set-parental-controls-for-disney-plus/
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2019/nov/14/disney-attaches-warnings-of-outdated-cultural-depictions-to-classic-films

Users of this guide do so at their own discretion. No liability is entered into. Current as of the date of release: 17.04.2020

At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.

“The industry, as far as we can see as families, are grooming the next generation with a whole set of online games and these are aimed at 7, 8, 9
year olds – that’s the next generation who are going to be their income generators” - Liz Ritchie, Gambling With Lives
The digital world that we live in can be a minefield for families and parents/carers. The way in which children ‘game’ now is completely
different to how modern day parents and carers would have experienced. The ‘monetization’ of gaming is at the forefront of research
and there are increasing concerns surrounding online gaming and the subsequent links this has with underage gambling.
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10 Signs for Parents to Look For:
Disordered gambling is sometimes referred to as the 'silent killer'.
Unlike drug or alcohol addictions the signs are sometimes harder to
spot and if not dealt with at an early age can have a devastating
affect on both the gambler and their families later on in life.

t
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If you think that your child may be at risk of developing a gaming addiction then
there are a series of measures that you can put in place. This is by no means an
exhaustive list but just some strategies that could ensure a potential situation
does not escalate.

EXCESSIVE USE OF DEVICES

BE AWARE

This can lead to increased isolated
behaviour and lying about the
amount of time spent online.

Do not fall into the trap that it’s just what children do – as
parents/carers/families be ‘on the same page’ and do not be
allowed to be played off against one another.

SPENDING MONEY ONLINE WITHOUT PERMISSION

VISIT THE GP

If a child is willing to spend money online (invariably on a parent's card)
without permission then this should act as an eaarly warning sign to parents
to ensure that there are some barriers and parental controls in place.

Although both gaming/gambling addictions are now recognised as
a mental disorder, some doctors may not be experts in these areas –
families can self-refer to NHS Gaming and Gambling Clinics.

CHANGES IN BEHAVIOUR

DO YOUR RESEARCH

Children may become moody, aggressive or argumentative
particularly during or shortly after periods of online gaming.

See what help and support is available. Visit
www.gamfam.co.uk and become an expert.

A CHANGE IN ATTITUDE TO SCHOOL

SPEAK TO THE SCHOOL

Children may display an obvious change in attitude
to learning and a more negative view of school.

Have an open and honest conversation. Schools are investing heavily in mental
health and can arrange or direct you to the most appropriate support services.

DISENGAGED WITH FAMILY LIFE
Children start to prefer spending time alone online
rather than engage in normal family activities.

COMPULSIVE EATING
This includes both eating the wrong types of
food excessively and not eating healthily.

IMPATIENT
Not prepared to wait for anything (mirrored in excessive online
game play and in app purchases) and nothing is ever good enough.

'THE LOOK'
Compulsive gamblers are often said to look zoned out, have a greyness, look
ill, experience a loss of weight and stop taking pride in their appearance. The
same can be said of those who are starting to develop a gaming addiction.

OBSESSIVE BEHAVIOUR
Children who demonstrate obsessive behaviour in everyday life are
often reported to be ‘at risk’ of developing an online gaming disorder.

DISHONESTY
This could include starting to tell lies and in the
more extreme cases even stealing things.

TAKE AN ACTIVE INTEREST
This applies to school work and in creating a learning environment at home. Find
activities and hobbies that create a life away from the screen and be part of it.

BECOME THE EXPERT
Research the game your child is playing –
does the game have loot boxes?

PUT BARRIERS IN PLACE
Set up parental controls for all devices (including phones) and set up screen time.
Visit the ‘Partnership with Parents’ section at www.gamfam.co.uk for further details.

FINANCIAL CONTROLS
Turn off in-app purchases. Do not link your debit/credit card to your child’s
device and use a prepaid card instead. For example Monzo, Go Henry, Nimbl
or speak to your bank for advice.

DISCUSS LOOT BOXES AND SKIN BETTING
Have a conversation about loot boxes and skin betting. Many games
can still be played and completed without using loot boxes on the
console version but be mindful of the mobile versions.

DO NOT LEND MONEY FOR GAMBLING
Or if you think it will be used for online
gaming, without your permission.

The above guidance has been produced by

Users of this guide do so at their own discretion. No liability is entered into. Current as of the date of release: 12.02.2020

At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.
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WHAT IS
HOUSEPARTY?

HOW DO YOUNG
PEOPLE USE IT?

Houseparty is a live streaming app described as a
face-to-face social network where people ‘drop in’ on each
other to video chat, leave messages and hang out in groups.
The app is available for iOS, Android, macOS and Google
Chrome and has tens of millions of users worldwide. It’s
important to note that children under the age of 13 must
have a parent’s permission to access the services, however,
no proof of age is required to create an account.

Each time the app is opened, your child will be instantly
connected to other users who are also on the app. Users can
create group conversations of up to eight people at one time.
Each time a person joins, the screen splits to show everyone who
is part of the conversation. Your child can add contacts via
phone numbers, search for their usernames, and share a link to
their profile. They can have as many rooms as they want and
move from chat to chat by swiping across the screen. Along with
this functionality comes a few associated risks to be aware of...

What parents need to know about

HOUSEPARTY

“STRANGER DANGER”

SEXUALISED MESSAGES

CONTENT BEING SHARED

Friends of friends can join conversations on the
platform without the need to be connected or known
to all the other users in the chat. Houseparty calls this
feature ‘Stranger Danger’. While it does alert users
when individuals they may not know enter their chat
room, it also suggests strangers might be a reason for
‘party time’. There’s also the danger of people
attempting to deliberately mislead others by using
false names or usernames.

People may use live streaming apps such as Houseparty to
engage in inappropriate or illegal activities. There have been
concerning reports directly linked to Houseparty, including one
incident where two Mancunian children aged 11 and 12 were
reportedly targeted by men exposing themselves back in 2017.
Outside of their close friendship group, it’s also important to
note that friends of friends can also connect with your child via
the app, which may include people with this intention.

The ‘facemail’ feature lets users share moments from their
Houseparty conversations by recording and sharing
15-second snippets of chats. They also have the option to
save these moments to their gallery. For privacy
purposes, every member of the group will see a
notification if another member is recording - this could be
a concern if your child shares something in the live chat
they may later regret. Once recorded, they lose control
over the video and how it is used. Screenshots of live
streams and private messages can also be taken which
could be shared widely and embarrass users.

CYBERBULLYING

OVERSHARING PERSONAL
INFORMATION

Cyberbullying is when people use technology to
harass, threaten, embarrass, or target another person.
Group chats can be used by bullies to make negative or
hurtful comments which may cause offence or be
harmful to others in the group. Exclusion from
friendship groups within the platform may make your
child feel sad and left out/socially excluded.

Children often don’t understand the risks involved in giving
out too much personal information in a live stream or within
their profile. They may also be less protective of personal
details during online conversations. One example of this within
a live chat could be their background revealing information
about where they live or go to school without realising.

IN-APP PURCHASES
By tapping on the dice icon your child can play a game
called ‘Heads Up!’ where one person gives clues to
describe someone or something and the other players
guess. Three cards are included for free but additional
decks cost real money. There’s the potential for your
child to get carried away playing the game while
working up a small fortune.

Top Tips for Parents
TURN ON PRIVATE MODE

SOURCES:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article
/houseparty-the-chat-app-thats-tal
king-over-facebook-mktpm3chm
https://www.iwf.org.uk/
https://www.houseparty.com

One additional tip is to use the app settings to turn on
'Private Mode' which automatically locks the room,
instead of doing it manually. Parents with questions can
always email us at hello@houseparty.com

SAFER CONVERSATIONS
With live streaming being such a popular feature on
apps, it is important that you are aware of the dangers
associated with it in order to protect your child
effectively. Have regular and honest conversations with
your child about what apps they are using and how they
are using them. It may be a good idea to have your child
show you how they use Houseparty and how to navigate
through the platform so you are aware of how it works.

CHECK COMMUNICATIONS

Also, it’s important to be aware of who is on their friends
list and who they are communicating with. Remind your
child to not communicate with people they do not know
and trust. If they experience something on the app that
makes them feel uncomfortable then they should tell a
trusted adult immediately. Remind your child that if
they get an invite to join a Houseparty room from
someone they don’t recognise, then they should ignore
the request.

‘LOCK’ROOMS

In regards to communicating with users on the platform,
we advise that your child uses the ‘lock’ feature to make
their conversations private. This means that other users,
especially strangers, can’t join their conversations.

PROTECT THEIR PRIVACY
Your child may unknowingly give away personal
information during a live stream, including their
location. Talk to them about what constitutes ‘personal
information’ and make sure they do not disclose
anything to anyone during a live stream, even to their
friends. Advise them to remove any items in their live
stream (school uniform, street name, posters etc.) that
could potentially expose their location or personal
information. Check your child’s privacy settings
thoroughly. You have the option to opt out of certain uses
and disclosures of personal information, such as turning
off the app’s location sharing option.

PROTECTING YOUR CHILD’S
DIGITAL FOOTPRINT
As the videos are live, it may lead to the misconception that
whatever happens in the video will disappear once the live
stream ends. All content shared on the app can be recorded or
screenshotted and shared to a wider community. It is
important that your child knows that what they do now may
affect their future opportunities. In addition to this, the video
chats can’t be reviewed later which means unless a parent or
carer is sitting nearby during a call, they won’t know what has
been said. It’s worth bearing in mind that parents can see
when their child has last communicated with someone and for
how long for under the ‘We Time’ feature.

REMOVE LINKS TO
OTHER APPS
BE
PRESENT
Users can link
their
account to both Facebook and

Snapchat, or can simply share a link to their profile. We
advise that your remove these links and remind your child
not to publicly share access to their online profiles as
there is the potential for strangers to get hold of your
child’s information or communicate with them.

BE PRESENT
A study conducted by the Internet Watch
Foundation (IWF) found that 96% of streams showed a child
on their own, often in their bedroom or bathroom. If your
child is going to conduct a live stream, ask them if you
could be present for it. This will give you a greater
understanding of what your child is doing during their live
streams and who they are streaming to.

REPORTING AND BLOCKING

If your child faces a problem while using the app they can
report direct to the platform by shaking their phone. A
prompt will pop up allowing you to report issues
immediately by clicking on the ‘report now ’ button. They
also have the option to report and block users directly on
the user‘s profile.

Users of this guide do so at their own discretion. No liability is entered into. Current as of the date of release: 25.03.2020

At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.

How to clean

DEVICES
Always

Our electronic devices can be a breeding ground for germs and bacteria. Many viruses,
including coronavirus, can stick around for several hours or even days after being touched
by or otherwise coming into contact with an infected person. With that knowledge,
keeping them clean can be as important as keeping ourselves protected in order to avoid
becoming ill and maintaining a high level of hygiene and cleanliness. We have therefore
created this guide to help you clean your devices effectivly.

Use wrung out alcohol wipes. Apple state that using a 70%
isopropyl alcohol wipe or disinfectant wipe is ideal for the
outside of a handset. To be on the extra safe side, power down
the device before cleaning it. If you use a screen protector or
protective case, you can clean these gently with warm water
and soap. Just make sure you remove them from the phone
first. While you CAN use general disinfectant spray, make sure
it’s sprayed onto a clean, soft cloth first, and not applied
directly to the device. It will need to say something along the
lines of ‘kill 99.9% of bacteria’ on it to be effective.

Remove any batteries the controller might use (Xbox controllers
sometimes have batteries in the back.) Use alcohol wipes and be
sure to get into the crevices around the sides as well as all the
buttons on a video game controller, then dry it immediately with a
microfibre cloth. On a console, pay specific attention to things like
the power buttons and disc/cartridge eject buttons if there are
any. If you have a vacuum cleaner with an appropriate attachment,
use this to remove things like dust or food prior to using an
alcohol wipe. A microfibre cloth will also do the job but make sure
it’s clean and dry before you use it.
Use alcohol wipes like with laptops and keyboards. Make sure
they’re unplugged and leave them to dry a little after using
disinfectant wipes. If you have a hoover with the right
attachments, be sure to give it a once over first to remove food
and debris. Compressed air is also great for keyboards. Use short,
sharp bursts and aim to push dust towards somewhere you can
hoover it easily. Lightly dampen a cotton swab with rubbing
alcohol and be sure to get between the keys as much as possible.
Things like mice, headphones and microphones also need to be
disinfected with wipes. If your keyboard is wireless, remove the
batteries before you clean it. Don’t let any moisture leak inside
the keyboard and dry them with a clean microfiber cloth.

Don’t submerge the device in bleach or soapy water. Similarly, do not clean
the device whilst it’s charging or otherwise plugged into another device.
Using alcohol wipes on things like leather cases or other fabric and material
should also be avoided as it could damage them. Don’t clean phone cases
with in-built batteries or other electronics with soap and water. A big thing to
remember is to not use straight rubbing alcohol. It can damage the
oleophobic and hydrophobic coatings that keep oil and water from damaging
the display and ports. Finally, don’t use regular house-hold surface cleaners
(non-disinfectant ones) on phones and tablets – they are too abrasive and
may damage them irreversibly.

MOBILE PHONES
& TABLETS

Turn the laptop all the way off before starting any kind of
cleaning and always unplug it from the mains. If you can
remove the battery of the device, do so. Wipe the screen with a
dry microfibre cloth, then thoroughly wring out an alcohol wipe
and repeat before returning with a dry cloth. The rest of the
laptop can be cleaned with an alcohol wipe, much like a mobile
phone, but be careful to wring it out to avoid unnecessary
liquid dripping into the inner circuits. Be sure to clean
thoroughly on and around the keys and any other buttons, but
not between any open cracks.

LAPTOPS
& COMPUTERS

Never

As with mobiles, avoid using water
to clean the more delicate parts of
your laptop such as keys and ports.
While some of the more modern
phones can be waterproof, laptops
aren’t and it will almost certainly
cause damage and irrepair.

Do not use soapy water or bleach on the
controllers and definitely not on the console
itself. Make sure controllers are unplugged and
inactive before cleaning them to avoid any
problems with the electronics. Similarly,
consoles should not be left on and need to be
unplugged from the mains before being
cleaned. Stay well away from the ports on
consoles too, as any liquids could damage the
interior.

GAME CONTROll ERS
(& CONSOLES)

KEYBOARD & MICE

Don’t clean them with warm
soapy water. The electronics in
these are not designed to be
waterproof like some modern
mobile phones and tablets. Also,
don’t use too much rubbing
alcohol on keyboards as they
could remove the lettering on top
of keys.

General Tips
1
Don’t rub too hard. A
gentle swabbing will be
sufficient and excess
cleaning could damage
your devices. Wait a few
minutes for the
disinfectant to work, then
wipe it clean.

2
How often you clean
your electronics
depends on a
number of factors
such as how much
you come into
contact with other
people. Be sensible
and practical.

Meet our expert

Mark Foster has worked in the gaming industry for 5
years as a writer, editor and presenter. He is the
current gaming editor of two of the biggest gaming
news sites in the world, UNILAD Gaming and
GAMINGbible. Starting gaming from a young age with
his siblings, he has a passion for understanding how
games and tech work, but more importantly, how to
make them safe and fun.

3
Keep hands and
faces as clean as
possible. You’ll
have to wipe
clean
electronics less
if you’re nice
and clean using
them.

4
Remember, some
germs are good
and can help build
a healthy immune
system in children,
but you can never
be too careful
with coronavirus.

5
Do not use
regular kitchen
sponges to
clean devices often they
contain as
many or more
germs than our
phones.

6
Consider using
hands-free devices
instead of pressing the
phone to your face while
making a phone call. If
there’s anything nasty on
your phone, the last place
you want it is near your
face.

Sources:
https://www.consumerreports.org/smartphones/how-to-sanitize-your-smartphone/
https://waterandhealth.org/disinfect/cleaning-disinfecting-electronic-devices/
https://www.merrymaids.com/cleaning-tips/quick-tips/how-to-clean-and-disinfect-electro
nic-devices/
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
https://kotaku.com/how-to-clean-and-sanitize-your-gaming-gear-1842365692
https://www.gamespot.com/articles/how-to-clean-your-phone-controllers-keyboards-and/1100-6474732/

Users of this guide do so at their own discretion. No liability is entered into. Current as of the date of release: 18.03.2020
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negative we can find it hard to find
headspace to think positively Try this
imagine you are sat on top of a hill and you are looking
down at a train track below where trains are coming
and going Now imagine the trains are your thoughts
Watch them come and go but don’t get on the train Just
watch the thoughts come and go in your mind without
actually following the negative ones down an
unhelpful/negative track just watch it pass!
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Accepting Help
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Meet our expert
This guide has been written by Anna Bateman. Anna
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anxiety are associated with loneliness and social isolation Often
socialising with others can feel like a lot of effort in the evening
when we’re tired However healthy relationships and connections
to others have a significant impact on maintaining good wellbeing
Using video calls live-streaming or ‘Facetiming’ is a great way to
keep in touch with friends and family if you’re feeling isolated If
you prefer calling pick up the phone for a chat Maintaining good
relationships helps to set a good example for children as they
notice and imitate the behaviour and emotions of those around
them

. ,

For futher info, check out
these online resources:
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https://www.nhs.uk
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk
https://www.livingwell.org.au
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk
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NETFLIX
What parents need to know about
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Launched in 1997, Netflix is now one of the world’s leading online streaming services, providing users with unlimited access to a huge
selection of TV shows and films. It’s available on any internet-connected device that supports the Netflix app, from smart TVs and games
consoles to tablets and smartphones, and is becoming increasingly popular with a younger audience. This is unsurprising given
consumer attitudes are changing more towards video-on-demand (VoD) services. That’s why we’ve created this guide to help parents
and carers understand exactly what Netflix is about.

Inappropriate content

Risk of hacking

Binge-watching

Netflix hosts and produces content for all ages. It has a wide
variety of films and TV programmes for young children,
teens and adults and its extensive catalogue can provide
hours of entertainment. Children can search for almost
anything but if they share the same account as an adult, it
can also open them up to viewing material
that is adult themed or inappropriate. Netflix
doesn’t check who’s watching so children
could access films or tv shows that contain
violence, nudity or foul language.

With millions of users in over 190 countries, Netflix is
often targeted by hackers and phishing scams which
try to illicit usernames and passwords to gain access
to accounts. If successful, hackers can steal payment
details or try to sell your data on the dark web, providing
others with the opportunity to profit. Given Netflix doesn’t
provide 2-factor authentication, its important to ensure
your login details remain secure.

With the ability to access Netflix on almost any
device, it can be easy to fall into ‘binge-watching’ TV
series, with users finding it difficult to turn it off
without knowing what happens next. The autoplay function
also means that the next episode usually plays within seconds
of the last ending and the Netflix algorithms mean that
recommended programmes are very often similar to those
you’ve just watched. This can easily lead to spending hours in
front of the TV through the day or staying up through the night,
potentially affecting sleep, mood and the ability to concentrate
the next day.

Screen addiction

Netflix party

In addition to binge-watching, the fact that Netflix is available on
almost any device with an internet connection means that parents
may find it difficult to prize children away from a screen. With a
huge collection of children’s TV programmes and the latest film
titles, children could start watching on the TV, continue on the
tablet and finish on their games console. Increased screen time
means that they may spend less time learning, playing outside, find
it difficult to sleep or communicate less with family and friends.

Netflix Party is a free extension on Google Chrome that gives
users the ability to watch a film or TV show online
simultaneously with friends or family in different locations. It
also provides the ability to chat to each other during the stream.
Users can create a party and send a link to people they want to invite
however the link can be copied and distributed further, meaning children
could potentially be open to a group chat with people they don’t know. It
should be noted that Netflix Party isn’t an official Netflix product and needs
to be downloaded separately to the app.

Safety tips for parents & carers
Create a Netflix Kids
experience profile
One of the biggest advantages of Netflix is the ability
to control what content your children can watch.
Setting up a Netflix Kids experience profile means
that children only have access to TV shows and
movies which have been carefully selected for
kids. The look and feel of the app is simpler and
children can’t access any account settings.

Switch off autoplay

Netflix has two autoplay features that can be switched on
and off across different accounts and takes effect across all
devices. Parents can disable the ability for consecutive
episodes to play automatically and for previews to play
when browsing. Both can help to limit the amount of time
children spend on the app.

Meet our expert
Pete Badh is a writer with over 10+ years in research
and analysis. Working within a specialist area for
West Yorkshire Police, Pete has contributed work
which has been pivotal in successfully winning high
profile cases in court as well as writing as a subject
matter expert for industry handbooks.

Set maturity ratings &
block content

If your child is a little older, parents can create a
separate profile to their own and set a maturity rating
that means children will see only TV shows and movies
that fit that rating. The three categories of rating for
the UK are kids (all, U, PG), teens (12, Guidance, Teen)
and adult (15, 18, mature, adult). You can also block
specific TV shows and movies from individual profiles
which means they don’t show up in the browse or
search results.

Lock your profile

It’s important to keep your own account secure so that
children can’t freely switch between profiles and
potentially access more adult-themed content or
change access levels. Parents can set-up a Profile Lock
PIN which means only they can access their own
Netflix account.

Have an open &
honest conversation

Parents can review the TV shows and films that have
been watched on each profile under their account. If
your child seems upset or shocked by something they
have seen or if you are concerned about anything
they’ve viewed, try to talk to them about it and have an
open and honest conversation to help understand any
concerns.

Set screen time limits

Although switching off autoplay will help to stem
programmes playing continuously, children can just as
easily choose to play the next episode themselves. Whilst
Netflix has no options to help limit viewing time, many
devices now allow parents to set screen time restrictions,
so you can switch off the app automatically when you
think they’ve had enough.

Create a strong password &
always log out.
Given that Netflix doesn’t use 2-factor authentication,
the need for a unique username and strong password
is even more important. Try to use a different password
to ones you’ve used before and use a mixture of
numbers, letters (uppercase and lowercase) and
symbols, with a minimum of 8 characters. Always log
out when not using your account so that if your device
is lost or stolen, your account remains inaccessible.

SOURCES: https://www.netflix.com | https://help.netflix.com/en/node/264 | https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0023/190616/children-media-use-attitudes-2019-report.pdf
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The Switch is a hybrid console released by popular video game company Nintendo in 2017. It's
classed as a hybrid because it's designed to be played both at home on a television, like traditional
consoles (think a PlayStation or an Xbox) or out and about like a portable console, such as a
GameBoy. It uses two detachable and wireless 'Joy-Con' controllers on either side of the console's
screen, which can be used by one or two players. The Switch can be played on the internet with the
purchase of Nintendo Switch Online, in the living room together or on the go during long journeys,
but bear in mind it needs to be charged just like anything else!

What paren� need to know about

NINTENDO

Ninteni:lo Switcli Online is a paid service tliat
allows the console to be played (you guessed
it) online, by linking to other Switch consoles
arouni:1 the world. It can be purchased througli
the Nintendo eShop for a single account on the
clevice, or with a family membership plan
which covers 2 accounts. The purchase options
come in three tiers; 1 month, 3 months and 12
months but be aware these auto-renew unless
you Sl)ecify otherwise.

Being able to tal<e tlie Switcli anywliere is a liuge l>onus wlien
travelling. What's more is that almost every game can l>e
enjoyed without the need to'dock' the console with a television.
Battery life on the Switch varies depending on what it's being
usecl for but typically it will last around 3 or 4 hours before
neecling to be recharged. When the time comes, any USB-C
charger will be able to do the job, but it's best and quickest to
return it to the dock, which re�uires a normal i;1lug socket.

Ninteni:lo as a company offers some of tlie most entertaining
ancl safe video games on the market. Games featuring
characters like Super Mario, Donkey Kong and Yoshi are always
a safe bet for a child-friendly experience. It's always prudent to
check each game before you buy it (especially if the game hasn't
been made by Nintendo) but as a rule of thumb, anything
official containing well-known names like these will be great for
you� children, giving you i;1eace of mind while they enjoy ttiem.

National
Online ®
Safety
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PARENTAL CONTROLS

Nintendo released a free
downloadable app that can be
used in tandem with the
Switch called Nintendo Switch
Parental Controls. Once you've
got the app on your mobile
device, it's a simple process to
pair your two devices, giving
you a suite of options to help
make sure your child is having
fun in a safe and structured
environment curated by you.

ONLINE RESTRICTIONS
Another major inclusion in the app is the
ability to block your child from seeing
anything to do with age restricted games.
There's also an extremely helpful feature
that restricts access to games that have free
communication features between strangers
on the internet. This includes things like
private messages and unsolicited images.
Should you be concerned that strangers
might be using the games to talk to your
child, a simple press of a button will disallow
any access they might have.

PLAYWITH YOUR CHILD

One of the wonderful things
about the Switch is that there
are an abundance of great
games you and your child can
enjoy together, and even with
the whole family. Nintendo
has a long history of making
and supporting fun, family
friendly games like Mario Kart
and Mario Party, both of which can
be played with two or more players
using the Joy-Con controllers.

NINTENDO ESHOP SETTINGS

In the Nintendo eShop you can set up a password to help stop your child or somebody else from accessing any sensitive information,
such as bank account details. The options here include entering a password to access the eShop to begin with, when any saved credit
card information access is attempted, or when PayPal is accessed. Choosing which areas are password protected helps ensure you're
deciding what level of access is given on the device. For example, if you're happy to have your child browse the shop for games they
might want, you can allow access to the eShop but introduce the password before a purchase is made ensuring no mishaps occur.

LIMITING PLAYTIME

By linking the app with the Nintendo
Switch, you can set time limits and
reminders when you think enough
time has been spent playing. It also lets
you see if a game is still being played
and gives you the option to
automatically put the console into
sleep mode if the message is ignored.
This should only be used as a last resort
though as it could cause some friction
between you!

SET PLAYTIMES

Another handy feature is the
ability to set different playtimes
for days of the week, allowing
you to tailor play time around
you and your child's schedules.
This is great for setting
boundaries and encouraging
gaming as part of a healthy
routine. It will also help your
child organise with their friends
when they can all be online.

SEE PLAYHISTORY

The Nintendo Switch Parental
Controls app can also send a report
telling you how much time your
child spends playing each game.
This is a great way to spot their
favourite or most played games and
might be a nice way for you to find
out more about a title before talking
to your child about it. It could also
help identify any possible issues
around playtime before they arise.

l\1eet our expert

Mark Foster has worked in the gaming industry for S years as a writer, editor
and presenter. He is the current gaming editor of two of the biggest gaming
news sites in the world, UNI LAD Gaming and GAMINGbible. Starting gaming
from a young age with his siblings, he has a passion for understanding how
games and tech work, but more importantly, how to make them safe and fun.
https:l/www.nintendo.com/switch/system/, https:l/www.nintendo.eo.uk/Support/Parents/Safety/Keeping-your-child-safe/How-does-Nintendo-keep-your-child-safe--888083.html,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLdWHOW9zqc, https:l/www.nintendo.eo.uk/Nintendo-Switch/Nintendo-Switch-Online/Nintendo-Switch-Online-1183143.html
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Thanks to the internet, there are now many ways for your children to
watch TV, both the old fashioned way on a big screen and via the internet
with on-demand programming. Restricting and controlling what your
kids can watch is harder than ever, but with our help you can make TV
safer for your kids and limit the amount that they can watch.

How to manage what your children

WATCH ON TV
TRADITIONAL TV
Traditional TV covers programmes broadcast directly to your TV without having to use the internet.
This is the standard way that most of us watch television programmes.

BROADCAST TV

SKY TV

Free-to-air broadcast television is delivered via an aerial or
satellite to your TV directly or through a PVR that also handles
recordings. Most modern TVs and PVRs sold in the last few
years will have parental controls, which restrict the content
available, requiring a PIN for unsuitable programmes. The exact
settings vary by manufacturer, so check your TV or PVRs manual
for full details. Parental locks work by checking the rating of
a programme as it’s broadcast. If a show is unrated or has an
incorrect rating, some content may not be blocked.

The version of Sky that you have defines the options available to you. If you have a Sky+ HD box, you’ll need to
press the Services button and select Parental Control & PIN. From here, you can turn on the Family Setting, which
gives you the option to remove Adult Channels and content, and requires a PIN to be entered to buy anything or
for pre-watershed playback. More granular control allows you to block specific channels, either completely or
only after 8pm, requiring a PIN to watch. You can also block programmes based on ratings, although this feature
only works for programmes with correct ratings, so some shows may slip through. Sky Q owners have the more
powerful Kids Safe Mode, which locks the system to show only kid-safe material. This includes locking the list of
viewable channels and filtering recordings to only those suitable for children. Kids Safe Mode can be enabled
either on the main box or on the Sky Q Mini boxes that you might have elsewhere in your home.

INTERNET TV
There are plenty of ways to watch TV online, whether that’s via the likes of iPlayer or with streaming video
services, such as Netflix and Amazon Prime Instant video. Here, we’ll show you how to control each.

AMAZON PRIME
VIDEO
Amazon Prime Video has Parental Controls
available in the Settings section of the Prime
Video website. The settings let you set the age
range of content that can be watched without
entering a PIN: U, PG, 12, 15 and 18. Settings apply
to all devices (bar the Xbox 360, Wii U and Fire
TV, which have their own settings), but you can
opt-out devices of your choosing in the settings.
For example, you may not want to have any
restrictions on your iPad, which only you use. PINs
can also be used to block purchases.

NETFLIX

ON-DEMAND PLAYERS

Netflix lets you create profiles for everyone in your house. On the
Netflix home screen, if you select Manage Profiles, you can change
each one to show different content, defined by age group. Children
should be encouraged to use their profiles only, particularly as there’s
no way to PIN protect adult profiles. However, you can PIN-protect
content globally, so if a child does use your profile, they’re blocked from
watching inappropriate content. Go to Netflix, select Account from the
drop-down menu by your name and select Parental Controls. You’ll
be prompted to enter a PIN, but then can select which content is PIN
protected by age range: Toddlers, Older Children, Teens and Adults.
You can also PIN protect specific programmes by typing their name in,
which could be handy if you feel a programme is unsuitable or a child
has been watching it too much.

If your children are watching content from on-demand
services, such as BBC iPlayer or All 4, you can turn on
parental controls for each via the main websites. Controls
work across all devices signed into your account. Controls
vary by platform. With BBC iPlayer, the parental lock
requires a PIN for anything marked as requiring Guidance
by the BBC. ITV Hub parental controls let you PIN protect
for content with a G-rating (a guidance ratin). For All 4, you
can choose to protect programmes rated 16+ or 18+. If you
use My5, you can set up a PIN to protect against anyone
watching G-rated content. For UKTV Play, you can add a PIN
to restrict content selecting one of two levels: all content
that’s rated 15+ or all content that’s rated 18+.

HOW CAN PARENTS MANAGE
THEIR CHILDREN’S TV TIME?
Particularly with on-demand content, it can be hard to restrict how much viewing time a child
has. However, you can restrict internet time with parental control software, restricting how much
time a child can spend online, whether they’re using the internet or watching TV shows. Parental
control software will generally only work on laptops, computer, tablets and phones. However, if
you have parental control software that runs on the router, you can manage other devices, such
as a child’s smart TV and games console, and restrict time usage on these, too.

Meet our expert

This guide has been written by David Ludlow. David
has been a technology journalist for more than 20
years, covering everything from internet security to
the latest computing trends and the smart home. A
father of two (a nine-year-old and a six-year-old), he’s
had to control and manage how his children access
online services and use apps.
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Parenting

Gamers
Moving from policing to parenting your gaming kids: how to engage and guide

With concerns about escalating screen-time, the impact of violence, unexpected costs and interloping strangers it can be tempting to lock down video
games to limit their negative impact. While some sensible boundaries are helpful, they are only a short term solution for how we guide children towards
gaming health. Like other areas of childhood, parents and carers can have a powerful steering presence by engaging and participating in the video games
their children play. This not only reduces risks because they are aware of the kinds of activities, interactions and costs involved but makes video games a
part of family life. Along with building dens, climbing trees, cooking and family walks, playing games with children enables parents to guide the quality of
content being played. This may start with sharing the games children are currently playing, understanding why they love it and celebrating successes. But
with a little research, this can grow into suggesting other games to play and higher ambitions for what kids get out of playing long-standing favourites.

Video Game Diet
Gaining an understanding of what video games are, what they
are like to play and the different experiences on offer, enables
you to encourage a varied gaming diet. Similar to how we don’t
worry about plate-time but what’s on the plate, we can
differentiate between different types of screen experience.

A New Media For Everyone
Video games are a new kind of media. Because they are new we don’t entirely understand
their potential yet. They’ve become hugely popular and commercially successful as
blockbuster entertainment for children and teenagers. However, like books, films and
music, the real range of video games on offer is much broader than this.
There are games about every topic you could imagine, and aimed at a wide range of ages
and perspectives. Whether it’s sharing a families heartbreaking story in That Dragon,
Cancer, stepping into the shoes of a Syrian migrant in Bury Me, My Love, or taking the
hand of your child and soaring over the clouds in Sky: Children of Light, games take us
places in unique ways. It’s no surprise, then, that Newzoo figures show that in 2018 40%
of men and 32% of women play games. And Entertainment Software Association (ESA)
data showed that the average age for US gamers is 34 for women and 32 for men.

Playing Fortnite offers exuberant excitement and connection to
friends. Playing Mario Kart connects us to the players sitting
next to us. Roblox can be a place for children to play at having a
job or surviving a storm. Minecraft can be a tranquil escape from
a busy day at school. Alto’s Adventure can be a way to calm
anxiety or jangling nerves.
Parents and carers can expand these experiences. Kingdoms Two
Crowns, Reigns and Life is Strange teach players to trust their
instincts in game-worlds built to encourage risk and hunch
taking. Florence, Abzu, Journey and Brothers Tale of Two Sons
are a gentle way for children to learn about their own emotional
responses to challenging situations as well as appreciating how
people experiencing them first hand may feel. Eco and One Hour,
One Life encourage the altruism of building something that
other players benefit from.

If you want to turbocharge your care of a child who loves playing video games, the best
thing to do is to find games you want to play yourself. This can sound like strange advice
until we consider how hard it would be caring for a child who loves books without reading
ourselves or guiding a child who loves music without sharing our favourite songs.

Creators Not Consumers
Ambition for their future means parents and carers support activities where children are excelling. While this is familiar territory when a child is brilliant at an
instrument or learning a foreign language, it’s easy to miss the need for our enthusiasm when it comes to video games. Along with the general connection
and good feelings that come from a parent or carer celebrating success in an activity that a child enjoys comes the imperative that they could go further than
they realise themselves. The rise in competitive video games can sound peculiar but requires great skill, draws large audiences and comes with high prize
money for professional players. Beyond this, parents can guide children towards other careers in video games which need diverse creative, technical and
social skills. A simple and effective way to do this is to encourage children to create as well as consume games. This can start as simple customisation of the
games that allow you to design maps and characters. Then there are games like Mario Maker on Wii U, 3DS and Switch where you can design and share levels
for other players. Dreams on the PlayStation 4 takes this further with an accessible game creator that’s also really powerful.

Finding Games You
Want Children To Play
Parenting rather than policing video games equips children to build good habits and a healthy
relationship with digital media for when they leave home and parents aren’t around to enforce the
rules. One challenge can be finding the kinds of games you want your children to play. There are good
resources to help you with this. Many of the examples here come from my upcoming Taming Gaming
book: https://unbound.com/books/taming-gaming/
There are also websites that provide video game suggestions like AskAboutGames
https://www.askaboutgames.com. Also, there are good Twitter accounts that help, like Wholesome
Games (@_wholesomegames) and Non-Violent Game Of The Day (@NVGOTD).
You can also use the VSC Rating Board (https://videostandards.org.uk/RatingBoard/) website and PEGI
app to search for games of different ratings.
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It can be challenging for parents and carers to know whether
children are spending too much time on their devices. Furthermore,
it’s even more of a challenge to know whether a child is addicted to
the internet and social media. As technology is becoming more
pervasive, children and young people are experiencing tech - related
dependencies. Do we as parents and carers have the knowledge to
identify and support children and young people who may be
developing an addiction to their devices?

47%
of parents

said they thought their
children spent too much
time in front of screens

What parents need to know about

SCREEN ADDICTION
HEALTH &
WELLBEING
Children as young as 13 are attending
‘smartphone rehab’ following growing concerns
over screen time. There are now help centers in
the UK which deal with screen addiction for
children and adults showing the seriousness of
device addiction. The World Health Organisation
(WHO) has officially recognised gaming addiction
as a modern disease. The condition was
confirmed as part of their International
Classification of Diseases (ICD) which serves as an
international standard for diagnosing and
treating health conditions.

LOSS OF INTEREST
IN OTHER THINGS

CONFIDENCE,
SUPPORT & ADVICE

Your child may become less interested in
anything that does not include their device. You
may notice that your child is missing school time
and generally being less engaged with other
activities in the home. It is important to discuss
this with your child as soon as you notice a
behaviour change.

The Children’s Commissioner report ‘Life in
Likes’, explored how children aged 8-11 are
using social media today. It showed that
children are using their devices to speak to
their online friends about their problems and
seek acceptance and support, removing face to
face interactions.

APPS CAN BE
ADDICTIVE

LACK OF SLEEP

Apps have been designed with ‘psychological
tricks’ to constantly keep grabbing your
attention. One example of this is on the app
Snapchat, where you can gain ‘streaks’ when
interacting with your friends. If you don’t
respond, you lose the streak. This addictive
nature of apps aims to engage children and
keep them coming back for more.

7 out of 10 children said they had missed out
on sleep because of their online habits and
60% said they had neglected school work as a
result. It is important that children get the
sleep they need in order to focus the next day.

Top Tips
for Parents
LIMIT SCREEN TIME

LEAD BY EXAMPLE

In today’s digital age, technology is an important part of
a child’s development so completely banning them from
their device will mean they are missing out on a lot,
including conversations and communication with their
friends. Rather than banning them from using their
devices, we suggest setting a screen time limit. Work out
what you think is a suitable and healthy amount of time
for your child to be on their device per week. Remember
that your child may need to use devices for their school
homework so only set screen limits on recreational time
on their device. Once you have established this, have the
conversation with them to discuss why you are
implementing a screen limit. There will be others in your
child’s friendship group who will not have screen limits
set and will be sending messages when they do not have
access to their phones.

Children model their behavior on their peers, so if their
parents are constantly on their device, they will see this
as acceptable. Try limiting your own screen time and
follow the same rules you have set for them. If you have
asked your child to not use their device at the table, make
sure you don’t. Try setting house rules that the whole
family abide by.

It may seem like an obvious solution, but encouraging
children to play with their friends, read a book, or playing
outdoors will help them realise they can have fun
without their device. Playing football, trampolining,
camping, going for a walk or swimming are all healthy
replacements for screen time. Try to join them in their
Outdoor activities to show your support.

Setting a rule about removing devices from bedrooms
will help your child to get the sleep they need and be
more focussed the next day at school. 20% of teenagers
said that they wake up to check their social network
accounts on their devices. Even by having a device
switched off in their bedroom, they may be tempted to
check for notifications.

LESS TIME MEANS
LESS EXPOSURE

52% of children aged 34

There are many risks associated with devices, such as
cyberbullying, grooming, sexting, viewing inappropriate
content etc. Less time spent on a screen means that a
child will be less exposed to these risks.

MOBILEFREE MEAL TIMES

Have you tried to settle your child by giving them a tablet
at the dinner table or restaurant? This may seem like a
quick fix to calm them down but in reality, it is
encouraging them to use their device as a distraction
from conversation and dealing with their emotions. We
suggest removing all technology from the dinner table
and having conversations with your family about how
their day has been.

go online for nearly

9hrs a week

82% of children aged 57
STATISTICS

ENCOURAGE ALTERNATE
ACTIVITIES

REMOVE DEVICES FROM
THEIR BEDROOM

go online for nearly

9.5hrs a week

93% of children aged 811
go online for nearly

13.5hrs a week

99% of children aged 1215
go online for nearly

20.5hrs a week

Children and Parents: Media Use and Attitudes Report 2018

SOURCES:
https://www.independent.co.uk, Children and Parents: Media Use and Attitudes Report 2018: https://www.ofcom.org.uk, http://uk.businessinsider.com/how-app-developers-keep-us-addicted-to-our-smartphones, Journal of Youth Studies:
https://www.mirror.co.uk/tech/one-five-kids-losing-sleep-9653986, University of Leeds: https://medhealth.leeds.ac.uk/news/article/1296/lack_of_sleep_damaging_for_children
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Social media has its benefits for connecting with friends, sharing experiences and widening their
understanding of broader issues beyond their local community. The challenge with connecting and sharing
experiences via social media is that these shared experiences are often via images. Wanting to fit in and caring
about their physical appearance is a perfectly normal part of adolescence. However, with the easy access of
image changing software and filters, this physical appearance is often not the reality, further increasing the
pressure for young people to gain or portray unreal perceptions.

SOCIAL PRESSURES LINKED TO

‘APPEARANCE’
ONLINE APPEARANCE AND MENTAL HEALTH
The opportunity to change physical appearance through social media apps is creating a high level of perfectionism for children to portray themselves
faultless and compare themselves to images which are sometimes unreal. This can lead to anxiety, depression and poor self-image and an overall sense
of never feeling good enough. Having poor self-image can affect the way that your child interacts with others and how we care for ourselves.

AIRBRUSHING

FILTERS

Refers to the retouching done to
an image that changes the
reality of the photo. It may
include removing people,
objects, altering body shapes or
erasing blemishes like acne or
scars. The digital technology to
enable airbrushing is now
widely and easily available for
desktop computers and social
media apps. It is sometimes
known as ‘Photoshop’.

Filters applied to
manipulate a photograph
are another way of creating
a delusion of what is real.
Software within social
media apps reconfigure
your face and skin to look more
aesthetically pleasing. As innocent
and fun as these filters may seem,
they are sending a message that
we are more attractive when our
features are modified.
@OscarNOS
56K Followers

APPS WHICH CHANGE
APPEARANCE

MULTIPLE PHOTOS FOR
THE PERFECT IMAGE

15 mins ago

These relate to free downloadable
apps or options within social media
apps which create a fun and easy
way to alter your appearance. They
are designed to be fun and can
become addictive because once an
altered image is used, it is very
difficult to revert back to an
unaltered version of themselves.

Taking multiple shots to capture the
perfect image to put onto social media
is another way of disguising reality.
Creating an image which receives
approval from peers through multiple
comments and likes exacerbates the
desire for a perfect picture and the
approval for continuing to achieve the
perfect image.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER BEFORE TALKING TO YOUR CHILD
• Do most of their social media photos have a filter/image changing app on them?
• How often do they talk about their physical image in a negative way?

• Do they often talk about wanting to gain comments and ‘likes’?
• Are they excessively anxious about their physical appearance, to the point it impacts on their every day life?

If you have answered yes to most of these questions, then it would be a good idea to have a discussion about their use of image altering app’s.

DON’T GO COLD TURKEY

BE COMPLIMENTARY

DAILY APPRECIATION

Talk with your child about taking one
unfiltered image of themselves and sharing it
with family first and then posting on social
media. Perhaps ask other members of the
family to send or post on social media
unaltered pictures of themselves.

Whilst improving body image starts with the
child’s image of themselves, complimenting
them daily on their personality and qualities
will provide external, positive
encouragement about themselves, away
from just their physical appearance.

When we have the sense that we are not good enough, we can
feel like we are always falling short. You and your child
together might want to create a gratitude journal, board with
post-it’s or wipe board where you write down things that you
are grateful for or appreciate. This could range from the
weather to a kind deed or to a piece of work that went well.

CHANGE THE STORY

WHEN TO GET HELP

We all have a narrative or a story we’ve created about ourselves that shapes our
core self-image. Sometimes automatic negative thoughts like ‘you’re fat’ or
‘you’re ugly’ can be repeated in your mind so often that you start to believe they
are true. These thoughts are learned, which means they can be unlearned. You
can start with helping your child reframe the story into a more positive assertion
or story. This will link to complementing and daily appreciation.

If your child becomes overly despondent, withdrawn or there is a
change in behaviour over a prolonged period of time, they may need
some professional support to help them.
https://www.bacp.co.uk/search/Therapists
https://www.themix.org.uk/ is good organisation as a source of
support if your child wants to reach out for support themselves

Meet our expert
Anna Bateman is passionate about placing prevention at the
heart of every school, integrating mental wellbeing within the
curriculum, school culture and systems. She is also a member
of the advisory group for the Department of Education,
advising them on their mental health green paper.
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The whole concept of social media relies upon users having friends and/or followers. ‘Friends’ tend to be those with whom users will
share their own personal profile. It’s usually a mutual relationship with both parties able to engage and interact with everything
their friends post online. ‘Followers’ on the other hand can typically be just one-way relationships and, dependent on the platform,
only provide access to certain aspects of an individual’s profile, such as a person’s content feed. A common trait that often exists
between the two however is the desire to gather as many friends or followers as possible.

POSSIBLE ‘FRIEND ENVY’

COLLECTING ‘FAKE’ FRIENDS

Children may compare the number of friends or
followers that they have with their own online
friends and people they know. In some cases,
this could lead to ‘friend envy’, particularly if
they see this as a sign of popularity. This could
lead to your child showing signs of jealously
and resorting to sending friend requests to
people they don’t know that well, or even
strangers, in a desperate bid to increase their
own status online.

Children who feel under pressure to
increase their friend count or want to
increase their following as quickly as
possible can be vulnerable to collecting
‘fake’ friends. They may, for example,
accept friend requests from people they
don’t know very well or from complete
strangers, inadvertently leaving
themselves open to online bullies, trolls or
even the possibility of being groomed.

OPEN DOOR POLICY
Another way that children can increase their
following is by leaving their accounts open so that
they can be easily found, and anybody can view
their posts. This is in the hope that other users will
like their posts and decide to follow them, therefore
increasing their numbers. Once again, this can leave
your child vulnerable to being followed by
strangers or people who have dishonest intentions.

FEELINGS OF REJECTION
Just like increasing friends and followers can bring a sense of happiness and satisfaction, so the loss of friends and followers can cause children to suffer feelings of sadness and rejection. Depending on
how invested your child is in their social media activities, this could influence their attitude and behaviour offline and potentially have a negative impact on their mental health and wellbeing.

BE THEIR FRIEND OR FOLLOWER

TURN ON PRIVACY CONTROLS

TALK ABOUT STRANGERS

The best way to know who your child is friends with online or
who follows them is to be their friend or follower yourself. This
will allow you to see who your child is engaging with most
online or open up discussions about how they know certain
people they’ve added to their network who you haven’t heard
them speak about before or you yourself don’t know.

All social media platforms have their own privacy controls
which can be used to help protect children online. For
instance, removing the ability for strangers to comment on
public posts or having a screening process for friend or follow
requests is good practice which can help to ensure your
child’s experience online is a safer one.

If privacy measures have been put in place, then usually your
child will receive a notification if somebody tries to befriend
them online. Talk to your child about making sure they don’t
open up their personal life to people they don’t know and
that if they are ever in any doubt, they should never accept a
friend request from a stranger.

BEHAVE ONLINE AS
THEY WOULD OFFLINE

TALK TO THEM ABOUT THE
VALUE OF REAL FRIENDSHIP

DISCUSS WHAT BEING
POPULAR ACTUALLY IS

Your child’s behaviour online should always be
treated as an extension of their behaviour offline.
Discuss with your child the pitfalls of trying to be
somebody they’re not and that trying to please
everybody will only make them unhappy. Tell them
that they should be proud of who they are and that
they should always behave in an appropriate and
responsible way when posting content online.

Social media can often distort what true
relationships and friendships should actually be
like. It’s important to teach your child the value of
true friendships and that meeting and speaking
to people face to face in the real world, offline, is
often a better way to build a more trusting and
confident relationship with someone rather than
just speaking to them online.

A higher number of followers can be a measure
of popularity but can also lack substance
beyond just the number itself. Discuss with
your child that popularity can come and go and
that a large number of followers doesn’t
necessarily mean a large number of friends,
particularly online where the real value in a
relationship cannot be accurately determined.

Pete Badh is a writer with over 10+ years in research and
analysis. Working within a specialist area for West Yorkshire
Police, Pete has contributed work which has been pivotal in
successfully winning high profile cases in court as well as
writing as a subject matter expert for industry handbooks.

At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.

will usually have a large number of followers and be viewed as authentic by their audience. It is for this reason

25K

their followers to purchase those goods.

SOCIAL PRESSURES LINKED TO

‘ INFLUENCERS’

AN UNREALISTIC PERCEPTION
OF BODY IMAGE
often depict themselves as having the ‘perfect body’
and are paid to promote items such as health
supplements or swimwear, which young people
believe can help them achieve the same look. What is
not always realised is that these images can be edited

BECOMING UNREALISTIC
ROLE MODELS
234K Followers
5 mins ago

As children become more and more
involved on social media and identify who
their favourite people are to follow, they
as role models, particularly if they are
attracted by the lifestyle they see online.
This could lead them into developing
potentially unrealistic expectations of life
and in some cases, using their role models
as an escape from reality, particularly if
they feel like they’re own life isn’t very

Your child may feel like this is what they need to look
like and in some cases, become obsessed with their
body image, which could contribute towards a lower
self-esteem or even becoming depressed if they can’t
achieve the same look.

ENCOURAGING BAD HABITS

THE NEED TO HAVE EVERYTHING

paid to advertise brands and their products, they
will also post their own material online too, usually
depicting their daily life or an activity for example.
This may have both desirable and undesirable

videos of themselves wearing the latest fashion
or jewellery which companies want them to
promote. They may also be provided with the
latest gadgets to promote or, if they are children,
toys to play with in order to persuade their
followers to purchase them. Many children will be
keen to buy these items in order to keep up with
the latest trends however if they get left behind,
they could be made to feel inadequate or inferior
by other children who do have them.

good habits, such as healthy eating, exercise or
kindness. However it may also encourage children
to adopt bad habits, such as drinking, smoking,
swearing or even criminal behaviour, particularly if

LFIE
#MAKEUPSE
IKETHIS
#IWOKEUPL

Like

Follow

AUTHENTICITY OF ENDORSEMENTS
themselves looking up to people who are disingenuous or who feign interest in activities that they themselves do not actually care about.

FOLLOW WHO THEY FOLLOW
media account and follow the same people they
do. This will give you a strong indication of what
is shaping how your child behaves, what they like
and what they are taking an interest in.

TALK ABOUT ROLE MODELS
Role models can play an important part of your child’s life,
particularly outside of the home. Talk to your child about
who they look up to and why. Remind them that not
everybody online is who they seem to be and if you do have

DISCUSS REALISTIC VS UNREALISTIC EXPECTATIONS
If you notice your child has suddenly taken a strong interest in the way
good idea to speak to them about why they feel that way. If they seem
unhappy, try to build their self-esteem by talking to them and
praise and positivity. Remind them that looks aren’t everything and
not everything they see online is actually a true depiction of real life.

It’s important that your child is aware of how unrealistic
perceptions of life can be depicted on social media and that it
is easy to be deceived. Discuss with your child how images can
scenarios and that often the lifestyle that people display on
social media isn’t always realistic or in fact the truth.

ENCOURAGE INDEPENDENT THINKING
persuasive power so it’s important to encourage your child to think independently
about everything they see and engage with online. Talk to them about the
dangers of blindly following others and in keeping an open mind when viewing
content. Teach them to always question people’s motives online, especially when
they see individuals are promoting a brand or product which they are likely to
have been paid to advertise but may not necessarily personally endorse.

Meet our expert
Pete Badh is a writer with over 10+ years in research and
analysis. Working within a specialist area for West Yorkshire
Police, Pete has contributed work which has been pivotal in
writing as a subject matter expert for industry handbooks.
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‘Likes’ are a simple way for users to show that they like a post on social media. This could be anything from
photos and videos to status updates and comments. The feature is widely used on several social media
platforms and is extremely popular on Instagram and Facebook. It is often used by children to measure the
success of their social media post and gauge opinion. However, it can also bring a number of social
pressures, particularly if users start to question their own levels of popularity.

SOCIAL PRESSURES
LINKED TO ‘LIKES’

DAMAGING TO SELF-ESTEEM

LIVE

AN ADDICTIVE FEATURE

47 Watching

Your child may use likes to measure their
own self-worth, with more likes instilling a

low self-esteem issues, impacting them in
other aspects of their life such as at school
or in social settings.

Like features encourage children to stay
online for longer. In doing so, your child is
likely to engage with app’s for longer
periods than they otherwise would have
wanted, checking their phone more
frequently, including at night when they
should be asleep. This could contribute
towards screen addiction which can cause
sleep deprivation and consequently a lack of
focus during the next day at school.

UNREAL VIEW OF THE WORLD

COMPETITIVE CULTURE

Your child may follow celebrities or
other popular individuals on social
media who receive millions of likes.
Not everything on social media is a

Children will often compare the number
of likes they receive for their post
against their friends or followers,
possibly evoking emotions of jealously
or resentment. In a bid to increase their
own status and receive more likes, this
could lead to a competitive culture in
which children try to better one another,
potentially leading to them engaging in
more and more riskier activities.

amongst their friends and peers. However,
children who only receive a small number
may in turn feel a sense of rejection or

child may feel pressured into
behaving in a similar way in real life or
posting similar material in order to
feel popular and achieve a similar
level of self-worth.

FOLLOW OR BEFRIEND YOUR
CHILD ONLINE

MONITOR
MENTAL HEALTH

ENCOURAGE HOBBIES
OR OTHER ACTIVITIES

Using the same social media sites as
your child and connecting with them
online will allow you to keep an eye on
what their interests are and who may

If your child does post on social media, it is
important to monitor their feelings and
emotions, supporting them and
encouraging them to talk to you about
what they may be experiencing. Explain to
them that not everything online is real
and that life is not dictated by how many
likes a post may or may not get.

Try to help reduce your child’s screen
time and need for social media through
encouraging them do other things such
as a sport or hobby or simply playing
with friends outdoors. Supporting them
to take up other activities that they
enjoy can also help build self-esteem

likes will help you build a picture of
what your child is being exposed to and

10m

DISCUSS THE REAL WORLD

HELP TO BUILD YOUR CHILD’S SELF-ESTEEM

Talk to your child about online perceptions and about
what they feel is and isn’t important in their life. Try to
establish an open and honest conversation and speak
about what they feel is acceptable to post online and if
they feel pressure to conform.

Try to help build your child’s self-esteem through positivity and praise and listening to them if
they are struggling with the way they look or feel. Talk to them about the positive aspect of their
personality and help them understand that looks aren’t everything. Try not to criticise or blame
your child which could compound any negative thoughts they are already feeling.

Meet our expert
Pete Badh is a writer with over 10+ years in research and
analysis. Working within a specialist area for West
Yorkshire Police, Pete has contributed work which has
court as well as writing as a subject matter expert for
industry handbooks.

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/facebook-like-inventor-deletes-app-iphone-justin-rosenstein-addiction-fears-a7986566.html,
https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Childrens-Commissioner-for-England-Life-in-Likes-3.pdf, https://www.psychologicalscience.org/news/releases/social-media-likes-impact-teens-brains-and-behavior.html,
https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/consultations/2614762/age-appropriate-design-code-for-public-consultation.pdf, https://www.familylives.org.uk/advice/primary/health-and-development/helping-your-child-build-self-esteem/
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SUPPORTING CHILDREN’S

MENTALHEALTH
10 Conversation Starters for Parents

raising the subject, not wanting to unearth problems or raise overwhelming subjects that
we perceive our child is too young or not ready for. But rather than keeping children in the
comfortable talking about their own worries and end any stigma before it begins.

TALK ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH NATURALLY

LISTEN
This sounds obvious, but it is not something we are always great at. Active listening is
where we listen without interrupting or making judgements and shows interest in
what is being said. If your child feels listened to in the ‘smallest of problems’ they will

Speak about mental health as part of everyday life, so that talking about our feelings and
those of others is normalised. If the usual ‘are you ok?’ is not creating an opportunity for
dialogue then say something like ‘I know when something like that has happened to me I
felt like this… is that how you are feeling or are you feeling something else?’

EMPATHISE

ASK TWICE
The campaign from time to change is great .
https://www.time-to-change.org.uk/support-ask-twice-campaign.
Be tenacious about your child’s wellbeing. Children instinctively
know when your questions and support come from a place of
wanting to help and care.

Are you sure?

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A STUPID QUESTION
ask you any questions about the smallest of things and you
listen and answer without shaming or belittling, then they

BE OPEN AND HONEST
Children appreciate honesty, particularly if you are having to share information
loss; ‘It's very sad that Nana has died’ or ‘I feel sad that Nana has died’. How you

KNOW WHEN TO SEEK HELP
making it hard for your child to function regularly throughout everyday life? How
concerns and that it is likely they will need further support beyond family and friends.

‘It makes sense that you would feel this way, it is understandable’.
Children often worry about things that we, as adults, might see as
trivial or silly. However, for them at their age and stage it is a big
concern and they need our kindness and care when they show
their vulnerability and share their worries.

HELP YOUR CHILD FEEL SAFE
Teens particularly feel that by talking about their worries or concerns that this
will make things worse. Reassure your child that you will discuss a plan of action
together and what may or may not need to happen next. If they are a younger
child, it is likely you will need to lead the conversation and explain next steps.

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE
Be mindful of the language you use at home to describe
and talk about mental health. Stigma often arises from
misconceptions and a choice of language which is
harmful. Using the word ‘mental’, ‘man-up’ or other such
words in a derogatory way won’t encourage your child to
talk about their mental health for fear of being belittled.

IT IS OK TO SAY ‘I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO NEXT’
Adults do not have all the answers but often children
think they do. It is ok to acknowledge that what your
child is experiencing is not something you have come
across before or know anything about, but that you
will work it out together and seek help together.

?

?

Meet our expert

Sources of Information and Support

This guide has been written by Anna Bateman. Anna is
passionate about placing prevention at the heart of every
school, integrating mental wellbeing within the curriculum, school culture and systems. She is also a member of
the advisory group for the Department of Education,
advising them on their mental health green paper.

Your GP
Young Minds https://youngminds.org.uk/v
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/
https://www.actionforchildren.org.uk/news-and-blogs/parenting-tips/2016/november/
a-simple-guide-to-active-listening-for-parents/
https://www.themix.org.uk/mental-health

Users of this guide do so at their own discretion. No liability is entered into. Current as of the date of release: 05.02.2020
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8 things

YOUTUBE KIDS

SETTING UP

5:37

To set up the YouTube Kids app you need to
do the following:
1 - Download the YouTube Kids app and
connect your YouTube account.
2 - Specify your child’s name, age and birth
month.
3 - Select the types of videos to include in the
app based on their age or select them
yourself.
4 - If you choose to approve content
yourself, you will be presented with some
sample videos to accept or reject. You can
select collections, shows, music or learning.
5 - Once chosen you are ready to use the app.

Mark explains Virtual Reality

4+

USING THE APP

5:37

OSCAR EXPLAINS YOUTUBE KIDS TO PARENTS
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R
E
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Although children of all ages often watch YouTube content directly via the website or main YouTube app,
YouTube itself states that the only place children should be watching its videos is in the YouTube Kids app.

AG

At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.
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Slime Challenge

Based on how you have set it up
your child can then use the app
to explore a safe set of videos.
It’s worth noting that YouTube
Kids uses algorithms to ensure
safe videos rather than a
personal check, so it’s possible
for videos to slip through. If an
inappropriate video does
appear you can select the menu
in the top right to block and
report it. This not only helps
your child but also improves the
YouTube Kids app as a whole.

ADVERTISEMENTS
It’s worth remembering that even in YouTube Kids, children will still see adverts. These are marked as “Ad” and preceded by an ad intro. The types of advertisements and products are checked to follow
YouTube’s advertising policies which exclude things like food and beverages. However, there can be toys or other items included in videos directly by creators themselves to advertise them. You can remove
adverts in YouTube Kids, like the main YouTube, by subscribing to YouTube Premium. This has the added benefit of enabling you to download videos for offline viewing and allowing you to watch videos in
the background while using other apps. This can be really useful if you have a long journey to take children on.
As with television adverts and bus stop posters, it’s a good idea to talk to children about how adverts work and how to recognise them. For example, you could point out the added light and sound effects or
the overly exciting narration in TV ads. It’s important to do this for other forms of advertising as well. It’s important to understand how YouTube Kids collects information about your child's viewing habits
and how this relates to advertising and video content. When they watch a video, the device, language, which videos they watch and searches they make are recorded. This is used to help suggest
personalized content. It can also be used to serve contextual advertising, although the app does not allow interest-based advertising or remarketing.
ithAarav
@CraftingW

SELECTING GREAT CONTENT
One of the best features on YouTube Kids is the ability to select
channels, videos or collections of videos for your child to enjoy. This
is a great opportunity to sit with your child and better understand
what they want to watch. Are there particular topics or themes that
resonate? Then you can check through different options in this
area, and together with them choose the best matching channels.

ing

@JaydenGam
rankie
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@SuzeyPlays

The YouTube Kids app also enables you to disable the ‘Search’
feature to avoid young children stumbling upon content designed
for older viewers. The app also avoids videos from inappropriate
channels being suggested to watch next. If you have selected
content for your child only those will come up. If you have set an
age limit, only videos deemed appropriate for that age will be
suggested.

VIEWING TIME
There are a number of ways you can administer how long a child can watch YouTube videos in a
day. In the YouTube Kids app, you can set a timer before handing your child the smartphone or
tablet. Once the time has run out the video will be paused.
You can also set limits on iPhones and iPads in the ‘Screen Time’ section of the Settings. This not
only enables you to see how long they play but specify how and when they can do this. You can
apply similar limits on Android devices via the ‘Family Link’ app settings. Other systems like the
“Circle” system or features built into your internet router enable you to set limits across multiple
devices which can be useful as children will often cruise to another smartphone, tablet or smart
TV once their time has run out on their device.
As well as helping younger children not watch longer than is healthy, this is a good tool for
discussion with older kids. Talk with your child about the amount of appropriate viewing time
in a day and then agree on the limits. This ensures they see them as helpful rather than a
policing mechanism.

RESTRICTIONS

WATCHING TOGETHER

RECOMMENDATIONS

As well as using the YouTube Kids app, you
can also set up restrictions on other ways
your family watches YouTube. Ensure you
are logged in when using YouTube and
turn on ‘Restricted Mode’ in your User
Profile. You can also set this at the bottom
of the video page by clicking ‘Restricted
Mode: On’. Ensure that you also click the
‘Lock Restricted Mode’ on this browser to
ensure other users can’t turn it off.

Another good way to keep YouTube viewing
positive is to spend time finding channels
and content that your child will enjoy and
benefit from. For example, a suggested
family activity could be to get together once
a month and show each other your favourite
videos from the last four weeks. This not only
sparks conversations about what you’ve
watched but also enables you to share the
things that you’ve enjoyed watching

For younger children, you can use the
YouTube Kids app to keep tabs on what
they have been watching. Tap on the
‘Recommended’ icon on the top of the
home screen and then swipe right. You
will see videos with the play button on
them and a red bar at the bottom. These
are the videos your child has watched.
Anywhere the bar at the bottom is mostly
black is a video your child has skipped.

Meet our expert
Andy Robertson is a parent of three children
and journalist who writes for national
newspapers and broadcast television. His
Taming Gaming book helps parents guide
children to healthy play.
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At National Online Safety we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information they need to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they
feel it is needed. This guide focuses on one platform of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.

Founded in 2011, Zoom is one the world’s leading video conferencing software providers. It
has a number of features, including video and audio conferencing, real-time messaging,
screen-sharing and the ability to upload, share and search for content. Users can start their
own meetings or they can join meetings set up by others. The app is available to use across
PCs, laptops, tablets and mobiles phones and is free to download on both the app store and
on Android.

‘Zoom bombing’ is the term which has been coined to describe
unauthorised people joining zoom meetings uninvited and
broadcasting pornographic or inappropriate videos. An attacker can
hijack a meeting if they know the meeting ID and it isn’t reinforced
with a password. Not taking preventative measures or implementing
privacy controls could open up the risk of children witnessing sexual
or inappropriate content with very little notice.

The rise in popularity of Zoom has led to a rise in
hacking operations and phishing campaigns. This is
when participants are encouraged to click on links to
join what they believe to be legitimate Zoom
meetings via email, but which are in fact fraudulent.
These scams aim to obtain sensitive information such
as user login details, passwords and/or credit card
information.

Depending on how the app has been set-up, Zoom can offer very little
privacy. In many cases, the meeting hosts can see detailed information
about each participant including their full name,
phone numbers and maybe even location data.
Furthermore, depending on where the camera
has been set up or where your child’s computer is
positioned, private or personal information could
be stolen depending on what can be seen in the
background.

One of the features of Zoom is the ability to record live meetings.
By default, only the host of the meeting can usually record live
sessions however other meeting members can also record if the
host gives them access. Recordings can be stored on devices or on
the cloud and can be downloaded and shared with no restrictions.
This means that videos, audio clips and transcripts of recordings
involving your children could be widely shared on the internet or
between users without your authorisation or consent.

Zoom has a facility to set up breakout rooms, which enables
a private meeting within the main Zoom session. The host
can choose to split the participants of the original meeting
into separate sessions. This gives children the ability to
speak privately away from the main group to other users
however chats aren’t always monitored by the host and if
the meeting has been made public, children could be more
vulnerable to experiencing negative comments.

At its very core, Zoom facilitates live streaming. That means it inevitably
carries some of the associated risks that live streaming brings. These are
likely to be minimal within a controlled environment (for instance when
used in a classroom setting for remote learning). However, live
streaming means that content isn’t always moderated and children who
use the app unsupervised or with limited security settings, may be more
at risk of exposure to viewing inappropriate material. Other risks can
include downloading malicious links, sharing personal information or
even potential grooming.

Remind your child that if they do see something that
makes them feel uncomfortable or upset then they
need to talk about it and report it. Parents can
report unwanted activity, harassment, and
cyberattacks to Zoom directly. To help your child,
you could try setting up a checklist before they go
online, with an agreed set of rules and what they
should do if they see something inappropriate.

It is always better to set up a meeting with a random
ID number generated by Zoom than by using a
personal number. This means it is harder to guess
and less likely to be hacked. It’s important to never
share meeting IDs with anybody you don’t
know and always set-up a password function to
allow other people to sign-in.
This should already be a
default setting that is applied
on Zoom.

It’s important to discuss with your child that they
should not share personal information on Zoom.
This includes passwords, their address, phone
number, etc. Create your child’s account under a
false name or pseudonym and always set a custom
background to help hide details in your home.
Zoom allows you to turn on virtual backgrounds and
select your own image to appear behind you.

Every time you or your child gets a Zoom link, it’s
good practice to ensure it has come from the official
platform and is not fraudulent. Signs of a phishing
email include an unrecognisable email address, an
unofficial domain name or a slightly
distorted logo. The email itself might
also be poorly written or contain
suspicious attachments.

If your child is using Zoom, there are a number of
features that you can turn off to make the
experience safer for them. For instance, disabling
the ability to transfer files or engaging in private
chats can help to limit the risk of receiving any
malicious attachments or receiving any
inappropriate messages. In addition, you can turn
off the camera if it is not needed or mute the
microphone when not in use.

The waiting room feature on Zoom means that
anybody who wants to join a meeting or live
session cannot automatically join and must ‘wait’
for the host to screen them before entering. This is
now a default function and adds another layer of
security to reduce the
likelihood of zoom
bombing.

It’s important to ensure you are using the latest
version of Zoom available and always update it if
you get a prompt. These updates are usually to fix
security holes and without the update you will be
more vulnerable to an attack. Check the official
website to see what the latest version is and
compare it to your own.

If your child is part of a larger group meeting, then
it’s important to make sure that the host is abiding
by Zoom’s Terms of Service. This includes the fact
that they have gained everybody’s permission for
the session to be recorded.
The host should also have set
screen sharing to ‘host only’ and
disabled ‘file transfer’ to help keep
the live stream secure.

Meet our expert
Emma Davis is a cyber security expert and
former ICT teacher. She delivers cyber
awareness training to organisations
nationally and has extensive knowledge
and experience of managing how children
access services and apps online.
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